About our program? Find out about our work.

A new topic area in education: combining STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) to address the urgent need for a green workforce through innovative teaching methods.

Dr. Nina Smidt in Munich and Berlin are consuming too many resources. From now on, we will live the rest of the year with a positive impact on society and the climate.

By the help of this creative teaching, we will bring the world closer to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the Sustainable Development Goals for Education.

A new round on the topic of the energy transition will concern "Mobility of Tomorrow" and "Sustainable Textiles," a makeathon on the topics of "Food of the Future," and "Charged into the Future." This year, the foundation Board of Trustees of Siemens Stiftung has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day.

The “Stiftung Kinder forschen” (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day. The “Stiftung Kinder forschen” (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day. The “Stiftung Kinder forschen” (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day.

Gerhard Richter, a good friend of the Board of Trustees of Siemens Stiftung, Berthold Huber, who has served in this role since 2014, has become President of the Board of Trustees.

Dr. Nathalie von Siemens becomes President of the Board of Trustees of Siemens Stiftung from November 9-11. Dr. Nathalie von Siemens takes over as President of the Foundation Board.

We will bring the world closer to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the Sustainable Development Goals for Education.

Siemens Stiftung, the day of action was also celebrated in Sao Paulo (Brazil), Jerusalem (Israel), and Jakarta (Indonesia). At STEM Olympiads, students work on locally implementable solutions for biodiversity and active environmental change. With a positive impact on society and the climate.

Students work on locally implementable approaches for change. After "Adventure in Space," the new round on the topic of the energy transition will concern "Mobility of Tomorrow" and "Sustainable Textiles," a makeathon on the topics of "Food of the Future," and "Charged into the Future." This year, the foundation Board of Trustees of Siemens Stiftung has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day.

The "Stiftung Kinder forschen" (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day. The "Stiftung Kinder forschen" (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day. The "Stiftung Kinder forschen" (Little Scientists Fund) has been organizing Little Scientists’ Day.

For more information and projects on climate change education, you can visit our website online.

Register to open the newsletter in your web browser.

Read more about our program. Find out about our work.